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TECHNOLOGY & OPERATIONS

Airline customers are benefiting 
from an integrated flow and arrival 
management solution for flights into 
Auckland reports Chelsea Halliwell 
from Airways New Zealand. Airlines 
are able to interact directly with 
the system in real time to prioritise 
their flights according to their 
own operational needs, subject to 
available slots, runway capacity and 
trajectory predictions which are 
updated by the system in real time.

Back in 2005, Airways New Zealand 
asked its major airline customers, “If we 
weren’t here, what would you do?” That 
question was the catalyst for Airways to 
morph “from an air traffic controller to an 
air traffic enabler”, recalls Lew Jenkins, 
Airways Air Navigation Systems Advisor. 
In an ideal world, an aeroplane’s pilot 
would take the most direct route possible, 

with no obligation to consider other 
aircraft. In our congested air traffic 
environment, however, the role of an 
ANSP has traditionally been to mediate an 
air traffic control point-to-point solution, 
managing the aircraft of several airlines, 
each with similar schedules. Airways set 
about resolving this issue as any customer-
focused company would: it let the airlines 
tell it which of their flights should have 
priority. 

The industry required a solution to the 
compounding effects of outdated queue 
management technology. Long in-flight 
holding patterns were commonplace, with 
snowballing effects. Millions of dollars 
were wasted in fuel consumption; CO2 
levels were on the rise; airports were 
planning to invest in additional runways 
to increase capacity, reduce holding and 
congestion; and the travelling public were 

accumulating many hours in delayed 
arrivals. 

Following that game-changing 
conversation in 2005, Airways developed 
its optimum flight plan for jet flights 
between city pairs. One key element 
to ensuring the success of a flight plan 
was the development of an effective 
collaborative flow manager, or CFM. 
CFM is an online tool that enables 
airlines to manage their resources and 
meet their business requirements, while 
taking a whole-of-system approach to 
managing airline demand into an airport. 
The outcome is significant – reduced 
airborne holding. “CFM allows airlines 
to move their aircraft around to best suit 
their fleet and their customers’ needs,” 
explains Jenkins. “It results in better 
on-time performance as well as reduced 
fuel consumption and greenhouse gas 

Collaborative flow management  
Integrated flow and arrival management is 
saving airlines millions of dollars in fuel

An Airways radar controller uses the CFM/AMAN solution, now in operation for flights into Auckland, to manage traffic bottlenecks and reduce  
airborne holding. Photo credit: Airways New Zealand
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emissions because holding patterns in the 
air and engine idling on the ground are 
significantly reduced.”

CFM was installed in November 2008 
and changed the entire operating 
environment of domestic passenger 
flights in New Zealand. Over one year, it 
reduced airborne delays into Auckland 
and Wellington from an average of over 
28,000 minutes per month to less than 
5,000 minutes per month. Since CFM was 
installed, airlines have saved 62 million kg 
of fuel; 196 million kg of CO2 emissions; 
and US$62 million in fuel costs. Airways 
has been awarded two IT Industry Awards 
for CFM, recognising its use of CFM 
as an innovative, leading-edge use of 
technology.

Increased efficiency

In 2011, Airways partnered with global air 
traffic management software experts Barco 
Orthogon GmbH to integrate and deploy 
Barco’s OSYRIS Arrival Manager (AMAN) 
into its CFM system. The result is a CFM/
AMAN solution, in place since April 2013, 
which manages traffic bottlenecks and 
airborne holding, and provides greater 
certainty of optimum descent profiles 
for arriving flights into Auckland, one of 
Australasia’s busiest airports.

CFM/AMAN was developed in consultation 
with Airways’ airline customers as an 
integral part of the perfect jet flight profile 
between city pairs. “Through a process 
of collaboration and trust-building, we 
established a working model with airlines 
to help them manage their business in an 
even more effective manner,” says Jenkins.

“Airways moved from a ‘command 
and control’ ANSP approach to one of 
enabling, and we were only able to do 
this once we’d established a true sense 
of partnership with our customers. They 
needed to trust that we would manage 
their flights in the most effective way, 
taking account of all the other airlines 
in the network. It’s this commitment to 
customer engagement and collaboration 
which holds the key to the success of 
the Airways-Barco CFM product. The 
resulting performance data is clear 
evidence of our success.” 

Captain David Morgan, Air New Zealand 
Chief Flight Operations and Safety 

Officer, agrees: “Through a high level 
of airline collaboration and compliance, 
CFM delivered a dramatic reduction in 
airborne delays. With the addition of 
AMAN, Airways is now able to further 
optimise the arrival for the airborne 
aircraft. The combined CFM/AMAN 
system, with the use of continuous 
descents and track shortening RNP AR 
arrivals, means Airways is well on the 
journey to creating a truly optimum 
terminal arrival experience.”

Assisting on-time arrivals

This system is saving airlines millions 
of dollars in fuel and reducing CO2 
emissions, by making in-flight holding 
and air traffic management delays 
insignificant, especially when compared 
to European norms. In Auckland, 
airborne delay has reduced from an 
average of 3.5 minutes per flight in 
2007 before CFM was introduced, to an 
average of 23 seconds per flight in 2013 
with CFM – an 89% reduction. Airways 
measures delay based on the amount of 
deviation from the most efficient flight 
profile possible.

Airlines arriving into Auckland Airport 
are experiencing an additional 2-4% 
reduction in delay as a direct result of the AMAN deployment into the CFM system. 

Airways Chief Operating Officer Pauline 
Lamb says that this reduction will 
improve further as the system is fine-
tuned. She believes the CFM technology 
in place in New Zealand will one day lead 
to a change in mind-set for the industry. 
“When I joined the company in 2012 I 
was highly impressed with what Airways 
had achieved. Through collaboration with 
airlines, we’ve been able to adopt this 
leading-edge CFM methodology, which 
has all but eliminated arrival delay in  
New Zealand.”

Airways has an agreement with Barco to 
distribute its CFM technology to ANSPs. 
Lamb adds: “I’d like to put the challenge 
to our industry – if we’re serious about 
delivering efficient flight profiles, let’s 
change our behaviour to incentivise 
arriving on time, which is what matters 
most for airline passengers and the 
environmental and financial bottom line.  
Focusing on arriving on time rather than 
departing on time can be managed far 
more effectively, especially in congested 
airspace and airports.”  

A screenshot of the arrival management 
system used to streamline Auckland arrivals. 
Photo credit: Airways New Zealand

“ Through 
collaboration 
with airlines, 
we’ve been 
able to adopt 
this leading-
edge CFM 
methodology, 
which has all but 
eliminated arrival 
delay in New 
Zealand”
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